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Abstract.  EVENTMANAGER is a tool that supports peripheral awareness by 
enabling users to be notified when events of interest take place within their 
workplace environment.  Our initial implementation of the tool allows users to 
specify events based on people and their locations within the physical environ-
ment, e.g., the event of Joe entering his office.  We describe the context of the 
environment in which the tool is used, the event specification language, the fea-
tures embodied in the interfaces and some potential extensions for future ver-
sions of the tool. 
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1  Introduction 

A number of researchers have created tools designed to provide a peripheral aware-
ness [Bly, et al., 1993] of the activities of their colleagues.  Some tools use video 
and/or audio information (using cameras, microphones, displays and speakers) – 
sometimes filtered – to provide awareness of the activities of other people [Dourish & 
Bly, 1992; Lee, et al., 1997; Hudson & Smith, 1996].  Others have used more abstract 
or symbolic representations to provide this awareness [Ishii & Ulmer, 1997; Wisne-
ski, et al., 1998; Pedersen & Sokoler, 1997].  All of these tools rely on users’ monitor-
ing the displays or other representations – possibly at intervals – if they are interested 
in a particular activity or event. 

 
EVENTMANAGER takes a different approach: rather than requiring users to continu-

ously or repeatedly monitor “displays” that provide awareness information, we have 
built a tool that permits users to specify an event of interest involving people and 
locations.   Users can then turn their attention to other tasks until they are notified that 
the event has occurred.  For example, EVENTMANAGER enables users to be notified if 
or when:  
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• Joe arrives at work in the morning 
• Eric and Jim are both in The Lab 
• Ted returns to his office 
• Anatole leaves the meeting 
• The conference room is empty 
 

If I need to ask Anatole a question, but he is now in a meeting, and I know he has 
another meeting immediately following this one, I can ask EVENTMANAGER to notify 
me when he is leaving one meeting and on his way to the next, presenting an opportu-
nity to intercept him in the hallway.  Without EVENTMANAGER, I would need to inter-
rupt the current meeting, camp outside the meeting room until Anatole comes out, or 
wait until his meetings are over and he returns to his office to check for messages.  Of 
course, if we had video cameras throughout the environment, I could monitor them to 
look for my opportunity, but this could require a great deal of attention over time. 

 
In general, EVENTMANAGER provides opportunities to informally meet with one or 

more people [cf. Nakanashi, et al., 1996] through an event specification language and 
interface through which I can specify one or more contexts in which I think such 
opportunities might exist.  For example, if I need to ask Ted a question, I could ask 
EVENTMANAGER to notify me when he returns to his office, or if I need to talk with 
both Eric and Jim, I could ask EVENTMANAGER to notify me when they are both in 
The Lab.  This approach is reminiscent of event-action specifications used for soft-
ware-related objects and processes [Krishnamurthy & Rosenblum, 1995; Rosenblum 
& Wolf, 1997], but our tool applies to events that occur in the physical world rather 
than the digital world. 

 
Peripheral awareness mechanisms can be characterized along two dimensions that 

define how much attention they require.  One dimension is the attention effort, i.e., the 
amount of attention required each time the user wants to update his or her awareness. 
The other dimension is the number of attention samples, i.e., the number of times a 
user has to turn his or her attention to the awareness mechanism to gain or maintain 
awareness.    

 
Most previous work in the area of peripheral awareness has focused on mecha-

nisms that require low effort per sample, e.g., a quick glance at an awareness display 
(e.g., ACTIVEMAP [McCarthy & Meidel, 1999]), but may require multiple samples to 
monitor for specific events of interest. EVENTMANAGER, by contrast, requires a 
higher degree of effort to initially specify an event of interest, but then eliminates the 
need for subsequent attention sampling.   While the low effort per sample mecha-
nisms are clearly better for general awareness of activities in an environment, we 
believe EVENTMANAGER represents a better approach to providing awareness of spe-
cific, definable activities within an environment. 

 
EVENTMANAGER works within the context of an intelligent environment [Coen, 

1998], i.e., a physical space that can sense and respond appropriately to the people 
and activities taking place within it.  One consequence of work in this area is a shift in 
perspective regarding human-computer interaction: rather than viewing people as 
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users of computer systems, it becomes more appropriate to view people as inhabitants 
of computer-imbued spaces.  In particular, EVENTMANAGER presumes that the envi-
ronment can sense the locations of its inhabitants [Want, et al., 1992; Harter & Hop-
per, 1994], and respond to the person who specified the event wherever he or she may 
be within the environment. 

 
This paper will describe our EVENTMANAGER tool.  We first describe the context 

within which EVENTMANAGER operates; we then present the EVENTMANAGER event 
specification language and its associated interfaces; we conclude with a discussion of 
some of our plans for extending the EVENTMANAGER. 

2  Environmental Context 

The environmental context in which we have designed and built the EVENTMANAGER 
is the physical space occupied by the Center for Strategic Technology Research 
(CSTaR®), a 16,000 square foot section of the second floor of Accenture Technology 
Park, in Northbrook, IL, USA.   The CSTaR area includes 40 individual offices, four 
laboratories, two large conference rooms (the Group Discussion Lab, or GDL, and a 
VideoConference room), two small conference rooms, a break area with kitchenette 
and vending machines, three furnished open areas used for informal meetings and 
numerous hallways.  There are approximately 30 members of the CSTaR group in 
Northbrook,1 including researchers, programmers, technical writers and administra-
tive staff. 

 
We have installed an ArialView™ Awareness System [Arial Systems Corp.] 

within the CSTaR area, consisting of a network of over 70 ceiling-mounted nodes 
each housing an infrared sensor, radio frequency receiver and audio speaker, and a set 
of badges that transmit infrared identification signals every two seconds.2  In addition 
to this hardware, the ArialView system includes components to process the signals 
and maintain badge location information in a Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 database, and 
a web browser interface for accessing and administering this information. 

 
Some members of CSTaR have voiced privacy concerns about wearing a badge 

that allows them to be located in real-time or tracked over a period of time. Fortu-
nately, we work in a profession in which our location does not reveal a great deal 
about our work (or play) activities: time spent in a colleague’s office could represent 
an intensive exchange of project-related ideas, or a heated debate over whether a 
president committed impeachable offenses.  One of the appealing features of a badge 

                                                           
1 There are six members in another CSTaR group in Palo Alto, CA, USA, but their workspace 

is not yet incorporated into the environment(s) served by EVENTMANAGER. 
2 The ArialView system is similar in many respects to the Olivetti Active Badge System [Want, 

et al., 1992; Harter & Hopper, 1994], except that the current ArialView badges have a single 
two-position slider switch rather than two buttons, and the ArialView sensor nodes include 
RF receivers and speakers. 
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system is that anyone who objects to being located or tracked can simply not wear a 
badge; cameras and microphones are not so easy to avoid (though one can presumably 
at least control the devices installed in one’s office). 

 
We believe that most people are willing to relinquish some degree of privacy for 

what they perceive as a compensating benefit.  For example, most people in the 
United States are willing to let grocery stores track their purchases via some kind of 
preferred shopper’s card in exchange for small discounts received when they present 
the card to the cashier.  It remains to be seen whether the members of CSTaR will 
perceive enough benefits from our suite of intelligent environment applications to 
warrant their continued wearing of badges. 3 

3  The EVENTMANAGER Tool 

There are two interfaces for managing events in the EVENTMANAGER.  The event 
management interface allows the user to create, modify, delete, activate or deactivate 
events.4  The event specification interface, invoked from the event manager interface, 
allows the user to create or modify a single event, based on our event specification 
language.  When an event’s conditions are satisfied, the EVENTMANAGER has a num-
ber of actions it can use to inform the user.  Each of these components is described in 
more detail below. 

3.1  Event Management Interface 

Figure 1 shows the primary interface to the EVENTMANAGER.  The inactive events 
listed in the top frame have been specified by the user at some time, but are not cur-
rently being monitored by the system.  The active events in the lower frame are speci-
fied events that are currently being monitored.  Each event is assigned a name by the 
user, and has an associated description based on the primitives available in the event 
specification language.  The active events shown in the lower frame also show how 
much time has elapsed since each event was activated. 
 

                                                           
3 See Harper [1992], for a more thorough discussion of acceptance issues with respect to the 

use of badges in a research lab context. 
4 We will simplify our description of the tool by referring to event specifications as events, 

except in contexts where event specifications in the tool may be confused with events in the 
physical environment. 
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There are four buttons on the right side of the primary interface: 
• New: create a new event via the event specification interface 
• Edit: view/modify an existing event via the event specification interface 
• Activate: add the selected event(s) to the list of active events 
• Delete: delete the selected event(s) 
 
There is also a Deactivate button on the lower right side of the interface, used to de-
activate an event before its conditions have been satisfied. 

3.2  Event Specification Language and Interface 

Figure 2 shows the Event Specification Interface to the EVENTMANAGER.  The inter-
face allows a user to specify any event within the constraints of our event specifica-
tion language.  Each event specification in our language has the general form: 
 

when <person>+ is/are <relationship> <location>+ then <action>+ 
 

Where 
• <person> is one or more members of the research group (the selection of multi-

ple people is interpreted as a conjunction), or exactly one of the following spe-
cial cases: 
• SomeOne 
• NoOne 

• <relationship> is one of the following: 
• entering 
• leaving 
• in 
• alone in 
• not in 

Figure 1: EVENTMANAGER’s Primary Interface 
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• <location> is one or more offices, conference rooms, open areas or hallways in 
the CSTaR area (the selection of multiple locations is interpreted as a disjunc-
tion), or exactly one of the following special cases: 
• AnyWhere 
• NoWhere 

• <action> is one or more actions to take when the event occurs; this topic is cov-
ered in more detail below. 

 

 

 
Using this simple interface, we can specify the sample events listed in Section 1: 
• when Joe is entering AnyWhere 
• when Eric and Jim are in The Lab 
• when Ted enters Ted’s Office 
• when Anatole is leaving The GDL 
• when NoOne is in The GDL 
 

The interpretation of a selection of two or more people as a conjunction (rather 
than a disjunction) was chosen because of our expectation that users would be more 
interested in knowing when two or more people are together in a location than in 
knowing when any one of a set of people is in a location.  Another reason for this 
interpretation is that the latter class of events can be encoded by multiple single-
person event specifications, e.g., “when Ted or Joe is in The Lab” can be represented 
by the two event specifications “when Ted is in The Lab” and “when Joe is in The 
Lab.”  Note that the interpretation of multiple selected people as a disjunction would 
not allow for alternate representations of conjunctions, i.e., we would not be able to 
specify the event of when Ted and Joe are both in The Lab at the same time.5 
 

In addition to specifying one or more people, a single relationship, and one or more 
locations, the event specification interface requires users to name each event.  There is 
also a description associated with each event, which is generated automatically from 
the selections made of the person(s), relationship and location(s).   The name field 
was included to allow users to specify shorter identifiers for their events. 

                                                           
5 The specification of two or more locations within a single event is interpreted as a disjunction 

because in our experience, people can not be in more than one location at any given time. 

Figure 2: EVENTMANAGER’s Event Specification Interface 
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There are a variety of actions that the EVENTMANAGER can take once the conditions 
of an activated event specification have been satisfied:  
 
• Flash Icon: EVENTMANAGER is part of a suite of awareness tools, collectively 

known as POCKETWATCH.  When the main POCKETWATCH application is run-
ning, it has a special icon in the Windows 95/98/NT taskbar tray.  This icon 
flashes whenever an event from the user’s active event list takes place. 

• Sound Bell: The computer’s bell can be sounded to notify the user. 
• Pop-up Msg: The user can ask for EVENTMANAGER to pop-up a small message-

box window that lists the name of the event that has taken place. 
• Audio Msg: The ArialView system provides the capability to send any arbitrary 

text message through a speech synthesizer and out to the speaker included in any 
of our ceiling-mounted nodes.  One option for the user to be notified is to play a 
message that can be directed to wherever the user (or another inhabitant) is 
within the environment.  This is a particularly useful option for notification since 
it provides users with an awareness of events of interest even when they are 
away from their offices. 

• Run Pgm: We expect that a number of other people will want to extend the func-
tionality of EVENTMANAGER in a variety of ways.  One way we can permit some 
extensions early on, is to allow people to run any arbitrary application whenever 
an event takes place.  We will discuss some of the ways that we plan to extend 
the EVENTMANAGER in the next section. 

 
After creating or modifying an event specification, the user has three options: 
• Save & Activate: adds the specified event to the list of active events 
• Save For Later: adds the specified event to the list of inactive events 
• Cancel: discards the specified event 

4 Future Work 

We currently envision a number of dimensions along which we want to extend the 
EVENTMANAGER.  These include extensions to the event specification language, add-
ing additional sensor information to augment the ArialView system, adding a syn-
chronization capability for notifications, and adding new notification mechanisms. 

4.1  Event Specification Language Extensions 

We would like to enable users to specify a broader range of events, e.g., “when Eric is 
in The Lab, but Jim is not in The Lab,” or “when three or more people are gathered 
together in any open area.” One way we might do this is to specify ways to combine 
atomic events, such as those now enabled by the primary interface, using logical op-
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erators (AND, OR and NOT).  Another potential direction is to allow variables and 
quantification, along the lines of predicate calculus representation.6   
 

The current event specification language and interface only permit specification of 
discrete events.  We would like to add the capability to include time intervals in the 
specification.  This would enable us to specify events such as “when Anatole is alone 
in his office for more than 5 minutes,” to distinguish this from when Anatole stops in 
his office to pick something up.  We are also considering the addition of scheduling 
information to our event specifications so that a user can specify a time to activate 
and/or deactivate any event, or to create a regularly scheduled event, e.g., “when Joe 
arrives at work every day.” 

4.2  Integration with Other Information Resources 

The current version of EVENTMANAGER relies entirely on information provided by 
our ArialView badge system.  While this enables us to locate people throughout the 
environment, it doesn’t tell us much about what they are doing.  If we had access to 
information about whether someone was typing on their computer keyboard or 
whether their telephone was being used, we might be able to specify an event such as 
“when Anatole is alone in his office for more than 5 minutes and is not on the tele-
phone.” 

 
It would also be useful to integrate calendar and scheduling information, particu-

larly when someone is not locatable within the environment (due to a hidden badge, 
attendance at a meeting in a part of the building not covered by sensors, or being 
offsite).  For example, if Anatole’s schedule indicates that he will be in Palo Alto for 
three days, EventManager might notify a user who is specifying an event that in-
volves Anatole returning to his office. 

4.3  Notification Synchronization 

The current implementation of EVENTMANAGER provides immediate notification 
when a specified event occurs.   However, the environmental state can change before 
the notification has been observed.  For example, I might be away from my office 
when a pop-up messagebox announces that “Anatole is available in his office.”  Upon 
returning to my office, I may see this message and then walk over to Anatole’s office.  
Unfortunately, he may no longer be available. 
 

                                                           
6 We should note that expanding the expressiveness of the specification language might yield 

undesirable consequences.  If everyone specifies an event “when ten or more people are in 
The GDL” to await a critical mass of meeting attendees to arrive at our weekly seminar, we 
could experience deadlock, as everyone waits for everyone else to arrive.  Of course, the 
seminar speaker might counter such a condition by specifying harassment events to send di-
rected audio reminders to anyone not yet in the seminar room. 
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One possible solution is to incorporate a mechanism that automatically updates the 
pop-up message box when the state changes, e.g., “Anatole was available in his of-
fice.”  Another possible solution is to provide a capability to manually refresh the 
notification, e.g., a button that causes EVENTMANAGER to check the state of the sys-
tem to confirm whether the condition indicated by the notification is still valid. 

4.4  New Notification Mechanisms 

Although we have included a catch-all notification mechanism in our current interface 
– the capability to run any arbitrary program when a specified event occurs – we’d 
like to investigate other mechanisms for notification to include in our default set.  We 
are particularly interested in investigating the use of “tangible” notification mecha-
nisms [Ishii & Ulmer, 1997; Wisneski, et al., 1998] and other abstract or symbolic 
methods [Pedersen & Sokoler, 1997] for alerting users when events occur. 

5  Conclusion 

We have designed and built EVENTMANAGER, a tool that enables users to specify 
events of interest involving people and locations within an intelligent environment.  
The user is then notified if or when those events take place.  We have considered a 
number of possible extensions, and are looking forward to feedback from our users to 
better understand how we might best expand the capabilities of this awareness tool. 
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